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barrukka
Proven battlefield telecommunications network   
Boeing Defence Australia is offering Barrukka, built with operationally proven 
equipment, to modernise Australia’s Battlefield Telecommunication Network (BTN). 
Barrukka comprises various terrestrial and space bearers, range extension systems, 
a local area system, and a satellite communications Headquarters on the Move 
(HQOTM) capability.

balanced approach to minimise customisation 
Barrukka integrates both Commercial and Military Off-The-Shelf (COTS/MOTS) 
components to minimise the amount of customisation required for Australian Army 
operations. The Mission Management System re-uses technology and approaches 
from comparable complex programs delivered by Boeing to the Australian Defence 
Force (ADF).

Barrukka’s HQOTM capability was used by the U.S. Army during Operation Iraqi 
Freedom (OIF) in 2006. HQOTM uses wideband satellite links for the command 
and control of forces on the move. Boeing is the builder of all six Wideband 
Global SATCOM (WGS) satellites designed to meet the soldier’s evolving bandwidth 
requirements. Barrukka’s HQOTM capability has drastically improved the U.S Army 
commanders’ situational awareness, saving lives in the Southwest Asia area of 
operations since 2006.

Converged, universal and military-grade services 
Barrukka uses converged, universal, and military-grade services from the office to field 
headquarters and land commanders. It requires the technical integration of many 
existing external systems. Boeing has extensive experience in this area, gained 
from the Vigilare air defence ground environment and Modernised High Frequency 
Communications System (MHFCS) projects. This proven experience will ensure Boeing 
is well placed to successfully manage complex and technical risk for future Defence 
communications programs.

Federated battlefield telecommunications network  
A sophisticated mission system management capability is crucial to BTN operations 
management. The Boeing Company’s work on the U.S. Brigade Combat Team 
Modernisation (BCTM) program gives us a unique understanding of how to create 
a federated BTN with a sophisticated system that plans and manages integrated 
communications equipment among several peer nodes. Barrukka benefits from 
decades of battlespace modernisation experience, along with other COTS/MOTS 
equipment, to give the ADF more functionality and flexibility in the operational context 
with options for maintenance and future growth.

Support for assured mission system performance  
Boeing has developed a support system for Barrukka that assures Mission System 
Management performance. Seamless integration with current Defence Integrated 
Logistics Support systems, including the Military Integrated Logistic Information System 
(MILIS), means Barrukka operators can make supply chain requests quickly. This level 
of integration reduces turn-around times and costs. A Field Service Representative 
and a fully-equipped engineering helpdesk are also available any time of the day to 
provide assistance either in person, by phone, or e-mail.

Incremental development, delivery and upgrades  
The last three decades have proven that Australian battlefield telecommunications 
must constantly evolve to meet technical and national challenges. Using Boeing’s 
proven incremental development, delivery, and upgrade strategy, the Australian Army 
can achieve initial operating capability earlier and a final operating capability that has 
the capacity to evolve with planned cycle upgrades.

Competent, capable and committed partner  
Following the successful delivery of the most complex communications and information 
systems fielded with the ADF today, Boeing has the project and engineering resources 
ready to deliver Barrukka. Our program will be managed in Australia, by Australians 
who have more than a decade of experience delivering complex systems of systems 
to the ADF. Barrukka is a solution built with operationally proven equipment, tailored 
to Australia’s unique operational reality. It is Australia’s best choice to equip our future 
land force elements with enhanced battlespace communications.


